
St. George’s Donnington - Mission Action Plan review by the congregation  

St George’s PCC has produced a draft Mission Action Plan and at Cafe Church on 7th November 
2021 we opened the floor to the congregation’s views of the Plan (34 adults plus 9 children). 

A number of themes emerged that reflected on the community’s experience of the last 20 
months, our own parish church’s Covid experience and how we can build on this in the years 
ahead. This is a summary of the table discussions.  

How was lockdown for the wider Donnington community? 
There were positives, for sure. The community felt more caring. Tolerance and empathy increased. 
We were all more aware of loneliness and vulnerability. Family time was treasured. New skills were 
developed. We realised the value of ‘togetherness and human contact’ and a shared appreciation 
of the NHS and the unseen who service our needs. Our knowledge of our next-door neighbours 
increased.  There were many positives; but there is a sense that we are now in reverse and the 
lessons of Lockdown are quickly being forgotten.   

And our Church’s experience? 
St George’s played a part in making the positives real. Stepping into a leadership role reassured 
those who felt alone that ‘there was someone there for them’ and the Donnington+Connected 
leaflets brought this to life. We provided practical support through our foodbank collections. 
George’s became a place to meet others. The face and presence of ‘our’ Parish priest was a 
steady figure in an unsteady world. We opened our arms to all faiths and none and changed a 
perception of the worshipping community as a strange sect - we humanised our faith.  

Let’s not overplay the part we played in all this; but let’s not ignore it either because it was the 
worshipping community that provided the impetus and held it together and provided the 
backbone. Would any of this have happened if we hadn’t stepped forward?     

As to our church services necessity had been the mother of experimentation, and it worked.  Our 
continuing weekly church services over Zoom showed that life could go on regardless and gave 
many a new Sunday morning routine. Our services became more varied and more engaging. We 
circled changes in music. Online wasn’t to everyone’s liking with the more elderly non e-literate as 
well as the younger e-literate, feeling a bit left out or above the technology they can get through 
TikTok and insta. 

Where next?  
After the good comes the risk that life will return to normal. Caring as a community might fizzle 
out. Experimentation in worship might go into reverse. So what might keep it alive? 

1. Our services. Our church services figured strongly in the feedback 
A. there was support for the new and the traditional. “We like the mix” 
B. Cafe church got a thumbs up  
C. Some of the things we tried in Lockdown were suggested - short explanations of the 

readings, videos, theme based focussed services with suggestions on how these could be 
applied to everyday life  



D. Trying things like a weekday evening service. Or a Sunday evening service that allowed 
parents whose children were booked-out at activities on the Day of Rest to come along 
alone or with children 

E. Keep the music varied 
F. Getting children involved. Interesting that one parent said ‘services always feel inclusive 

and child friendly and inclusive, please continue’ and one table said it wanted  provision 
for Sunday School or ‘activities at their level’ 

G. Taking services to those who are vulnerable or alone with a team of visitors 
2. Avoid being holier than thou. We need to avoid retreating into a small group of Sunday 

worshippers viewed with a mixture of bemusement or suspicion by the wider community. 
Engage the community - but don’t try and sell our religion. Provide the space to come 
together - but don’t tell people their are conditions for their involvement.   

3. Community activity. It was encouraging to see a few references to the Hub, although fewer 
‘post-its’ than we might have expected. Ideas abound though: 

A. A community Advice table at the Hub 
B. Youth club with a Saturday night licence (On the same post-it!) 
C. Crafty ideas. Lunch club 
D. Communications - a better notice board (make it more noticeable); 

Donnington+Connected to continue,  
E. Dont restrict ourselves to the Parish, local area or even the UK. Think about overseas  

help as well 

Conclusion 
Lot’s of ideas. A real buzz in the Hall. A positive experience that prompted Mother Martha to say 
‘ it is evident that God in this place’  


